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Learn to find and catch crappies, regardless of the time of year, local weather conditions, body of

water, or structural make-up.
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"Crappie Wisdom" is a good book, don't get me wrong. I just thought I'd leave a review to make

other buyers aware of something I wasn't aware of. InFisherman has another crappie fishing book

called "Slab Secrets". I just wanted to make everyone aware that it is the SAME book as "Crappie

Wisdom" as far as material and chapter coverage goes. "Crappie Wisdom" has more pictures of

people holding up fish but reading material wise they are the same. If you do not have either book I

recommend one or the other...great reading material in there that covers a lot of the basics and

other useful info.

Not to be mistaken for Crappy Wisdom, this is an instructional book for catching the small but frisky

panfish known as the crappie. This is the first fish I ever caught, on the docks at Clinton Marina with

my Uncle Mike. I was just finishing up an essay on him last year so I thought I'd read this to spark

the ol' creative juices. But I'm also fishing more again these days, so I went back to the book to

glean the wisdom contained therein.The book itself was written in the late '80s and doesn't seem to

have been updated since then; lord knows the pictures haven't. Or maybe these fishermen just

haven't changed their clothes since then - perhaps that's what makes them part of the

"In-Fisherman" crowd. Anyway, the information on locating crappies (the most important and difficult



part of crappie fishing) is sound, reinforcing what I already knew while giving me some new insights

into deep-water crappies for the days in the future when maybe I'll have a boat.

Bought this to hone my cra[[ie skills and could not believe the in-depth knowledge and tactics in this

book. It details everything you need to catch the crappie species from winter to fall and in any

conditions or lakes and rivers. Buy this!!!

I purchased In-Fisherman 1 & 2 with this book. Only needed this book! The other two were out

dated with most of the current records and fishing conditions. Definitely the better book if you only

want to purchase one of them.

Crappie Wisdom, (an â€œin-Fishermanâ€• handbook of strategies) Composed by a raft of successful

fishermen and authors, this book is packed with information about Crappies, their ecology, and their

pursuit. Especially valuable (in my opinion) is the coverage of calendar periods and how the

Crappies respond to the seasonal rhythms. Another really, really helpful feature is the generous use

of good diagrams to illustrate angling situations and concepts. Anglers from humble cane-polers to

the most avid Calico fanatics will enjoy and learn from this excellent treatise.

Great information from the people who teach you how to fish. The Infisherman group, run by the two

brothers were by far the most knowledgeable fisherman in North America. Fantastic book at any

price !

Crappie Wisdom is a good for beginers and old timers. You learn the basics and a lot more. It will

teach how to catch crappie and put them on the table ready to eat. How to and illustrations on just

about everything you need to know to be a successful crappie catcher. The contributors are well

known and experts.

I have purchased and read books by In-Fisherman in the past. They are the best that I am aware of.

I will continue to use these books to catch more and bigger fish. Read them, learn from them, catch

fish. It is that simple
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